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1. INTRODUCTION 

The advanced materials industry is one of the leading technology sectors worldwide. The 

development of such materials is at the core of the technological innovations and has been possible 

in the last century thanks to the transition from “observational” science to “control” science.  

Indeed, knowledge of the structure and dynamics of matter at different length scales has enabled 

replacing serendipity and edisonian trial-and-error approaches with intention and rational materials 

engineering and this has accelerated progresses in a wide range of technologies which are now 

crucial for our daily lives but could not even be imagined a century ago.  

One of such examples is Li-ion batteries, which was granted the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2019 to 

J.B. Goodenough, M. S. Whittingham and A. Yoshino as it enabled, in words of the Nobel 

Committee, “the creation of a rechargeable world”.1  This technology is now expanding from the 

portable electronics realm to transportation2 and even stationary grid applications.  
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Given the crucial relevance of all these fields of use, it seems evident that as a society we should 

not rely on a unique technology, neither from a sustainability nor from a geopolitical and social 

perspective.  Despite Li-ion batteries being in itself not a single technology but a family of 

technologies for which several materials have been developed ad hoc,3 the diversification of 

concepts/chemistries is currently a target for battery researchers worldwide, both in academia and 

industry (see4 and references in that issue).  While the quest for ever increasing energy densities 

has for long been the main driving force behind progress in battery technology, additional factors 

are now considered such as cost and sustainability. The latter comprises not only low 

environmental footprint in terms of toxicity and energy/water consumption but also the avoidance 

of critical materials.    

The aim of this viewpoint is to present in a nutshell a summary of practical considerations in 

research for new battery materials and concepts targeting non-specialists in the field. Indeed, cross-

fertilization from other research domains is, as always in science, precious, but a number of aspects 

need to be taken into account when entering battery research to make the best of 

experiments/developments and avoid biased experiment interpretations.    

2. BASIC BATTERY CONCEPTS 

Batteries are made of two electrodes involving different redox couples that are separated by an 

electronically insulating ion conducting medium, the electrolyte. The later might be a solid 

(inorganic5 or polymer6), despite conductivities being typically very low at room temperature (< 

0.1 mS/cm),7 or most commonly a liquid with a certain concentration of dissolved salt. Aqueous 

electrolytes enable higher conductivity (∼ 1 S/cm) and low cost despite a narrow stability window 

(1.23 V). In contrast, electrolytes based on organic solvents display a much wider stability window 
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(up to 4 V or even larger) but are less conductive (< 100 mS/cm)8  and involve somewhat higher 

fabrication costs due to the need to assemble cells in moisture and oxygen free environments.  

Upon discharge a spontaneous chemical reaction takes place (ΔG < 0) and electrons transfer from 

one electrode to the other through the external circuit as a current I at a voltage V for a time Δt, 

with charges being compensated by ions’ migration across the electrolyte. If the reaction is 

reversible, the process can be reversed applying an external current and thus batteries can be 

recharged. During discharge and charge, an internal battery resistance Rb to the ionic current Ii = I 

reduces the output voltage Vdis from the open-circuit voltage Voc by a polarization η = IdisRb and 

increases the voltage Vch required to reverse the chemical reaction on charge by an overvoltage η 

= IchRb.9  As the ionic mobility in the electrolyte is much smaller than the electronic conductivity 

at the electrodes, thin separators are mandatory to reduce polarization as much as possible.  The 

energy stored in each electrochemical cell is proportional to the cell capacity (usually expressed 

in mAh/g) and the cell voltage. Thus, it depends not only on the intrinsic properties of active 

electrode materials (capacity, redox potential, density) but also on the balance between the two 

electrodes and the total mass of “inactive weight” such as packaging, separator, electrolyte, current 

collectors, electrode additives (binder and carbon black) etc. which are electrochemically inactive 

and induce a significant decrease of energy density10 (Figure 1). Thus, care should be exercised 

when comparing figures of merit derived from scientific publications, often disregarding the 

weight/volume of such components, and practical values achieved in commercial cells (and 

considering the full cell or even cell modules or packs with additional components such as sensors), 

to avoid comparing apples and oranges.  
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the battery value chain from the material level via the battery cell to the battery 
system level. In each step, inactive components are added which decrease the practical specific energy. Reproduced 
with permission from reference 10. Copyright 2017 Springer. 
 

The electrochemical capacity of each given redox active electrode material is determined by the 

number of electrons exchanged per formula weight. The cell open-circuit voltage (VOC) is the 

difference between the electrochemical potentials of the negative electrode (µN) and the positive 

electrode (µP) which should lie within the Electrolyte Stability Window (ESW) (Figure 2).  During 

battery discharge, reduction and oxidation take place at the positive and negative electrodes 

respectively.  This has prompted the generic use of the terms “cathode” and “anode” as synonyms 

for “positive” and “negative”, which may be confusing for a general audience.  Despite the ESW 

commonly being related to the energy separation between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the electrolyte components, it is 

in fact more complex to predict, requiring consideration of all species potentially present, their 
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concentration, and even the surface chemistry of electrode materials.11 Moreover, the “practical 

window” may exceed the thermodynamic value due to degradation being kinetically hindered by 

the formation of passivation films, as is the case for the Li-ion technology.12 

 

                               (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Scheme of a battery cell (top), involving the separator in which the electrolyte is embedded and two 
electrodes and a conventional tape-casted composite electrode casted on a metal current collector (bottom) which 
consists of a mixture of active material, carbon black to enhance electronic conductivity and binder to enhance 
adhesion, mechanical strength and ease of processing. (b) Diagram depicting Electrolyte Stability Window (ESW) 
and electrochemical potentials of the negative and positive electrode materials (µN and µP respectively) falling within 
that window, inspired from 9.   
 

Battery operation upon each charge/discharge cycle brings about a change in the phases present at 

each electrode and modification of their physical properties. If such processes were completely 

reversible and no other side reaction would take place, battery service life would be unlimited.  

Yet, degradation upon operation is unavoidable and related to small inefficiencies and side 

reactions, which sometimes also involve components not expected to exhibit any redox activity, 

such as those related to electrolyte decomposition at extreme potentials.13 Some types of redox 

reactions (e.g. alloying, conversion reactions, etc.), involve major structural 

changes/reorganization.  As an example, operation of Pb/acid cells involves dissolution and re-

precipitation of lead sulfate or lead dioxide at each cycle. In contrast, the positive electrode 
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materials in Ni-based alkaline rechargeable batteries and both positive and negative electrode 

active materials within the Li-ion technology are based in solid-state redox reactions involving 

reversible topotactic de-insertion/insertion of ions (H+ and Li+ respectively) from the crystal 

structure, which remains essentially unmodified.  These materials are commonly denoted 

intercalation/insertion compounds14 and exhibit (i) an open framework of interconnected sites 

(either 1D-, 2D- or 3D) wherein the inserted ion can diffuse and (ii) an electronic band structure 

able to reversibly accept/donate electrons.   

Despite a myriad of conceivable battery chemistries resulting from combinations of any two 

favored redox reactions, the number of commercially important battery systems is relatively low, 

with rechargeable aqueous electrolyte (Pb/acid and alkaline Ni/Cd or Ni/MH)15 and Li-ion 

batteries16 dominating the market both in terms of size and value.17  This reduced number of 

technologies is related not only to figures-of-merit in terms of performance but to the general 

requirements imposed by practical application in terms of processability, safety, cost, reliability, 

environmental footprint18 etc.  These are even more stringent for rechargeable systems and include 

also efficiency/reversibility and long-term stability.   

The development of new battery chemistries is thus far more complex than the quest for a specific 

property and spans from electrode and electrolyte materials design (often with the help of 

computational tools) to synthesis and characterization, electrode fabrication and cell assembly to 

performance testing in laboratory prototypes which in the end will have to also include safety 

aspects and benchmarking against state-of-the-art technologies in terms of capacity and power, 

often considering application standards.  

3. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT FLOW 
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As far back as the 1960s, there was an adage at DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency in the US) that said “Technology is always limited by the materials available”.19 Indeed, 

the cornerstone for the development of any new technology is unravelling the materials having the 

desired properties to make it possible.  

The main fundamental challenge is therefore the successful development of compounds suitable 

to be used as active materials for the positive and negative electrodes within the ESW of the 

selected electrolyte, or in turn, the design of an electrolyte which enough ionic conductivity which 

remains stable during battery operation while in contact with oxidizing/reducing electrode 

materials.  

3.1. Materials design 

The driving force in battery research has always been energy density,10 which translates into a 

quest for electrodes with large electrochemical capacity coupled to the highest available voltage 

at the cell level.20  As an example, Figure 3 depicts active materials considered for the Li-ion 

technology, with the almost empty yellow area corresponding to moderate operation values.  

The potentials of the electrode materials, are determined by their respective Fermi levels and 

therefore dependent on their composition, crystal structure and bonding character.21  Typically, 

the highest potentials will fall on the verge of the ESW of the electrolyte, which may cause some 

side reactions and hence performance loss upon cycling.22 The electrochemical capacity is not at 

all correlated to the operation voltage but dictated by the number of exchanged electrons per 

formula unit and the overall formula weight.  Besides requirements redox activity at suitable 

potentials and delivering the required capacities, active materials need to exhibit a range of 
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additional properties such as electronic and ionic conductivity, and be stable throughout the redox 

process, which should take place with appropriate kinetics.   

 

Figure 3. Potential vs. capacity for active materials considered for Li-ion technologies, either commercial or under 
research, where the yellow area corresponds to moderate operation potentials within the electrolyte stability window 
(inspired in ref.23 ).   

While theoretical capacity is easy to estimate and prediction of electronic conductivity relatively 

straightforward, ionic conductivity or kinetics are much more difficult (or even impossible) to 

calculate.24 Experimental screening is thus still mandatory, despite computational materials 

science being currently an invaluable complementary tool to rationalize results and accelerate 

progress.  Yet, open web-based approaches have been recently established enabling first-principles 

computing of redox potential and phase stability (amongst other properties) on thousands of known 

and predicted materials which will for sure accelerate materials’ discovery, as they provide not only 

codes and workflows but also utilities for data handling and analysis.25 Moreover, the scope of 
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such resources is not restricted to already known compounds but expands to “virtual” materials, 

not yet reported but deemed stable and possible to synthesize.  

A wealth of inorganic transition metal compounds has been explored as prospective electrode 

active materials, as they exhibit enhanced stability, especially if they display a redox mechanism 

based on the insertion/de-insertion of guest ions.  Considering a simplified model, these ions are 

oxidized donating electrons to the unoccupied levels of the band structure of the host framework, 

which arise from the antibonding d-states of the transition metal. The operation potential is hence 

determined by the Fermi level of the host and dependent on the composition and the iono-covalent 

character of the bonds (via the so-called “inductive effect”) and hence can be tuned through 

structural and compositional optimization.26  Ideally, these compounds should enlist low cost, 

abundant and non-toxic elements27 (Figure 4) and hence Fe, Ti and Mn will be preferred as redox 

centers in view of their lower atomic weight, with Mo and Nb showing also prospective interest 

given their rich redox chemistry.   

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. “Periodic palette” for the design of new electrode material. Elements colored in dark green are preferred. 
Those colored in red, yellow, violet or blue are excluded due to high cost, scarcity, toxicity or radioactivity. Those in 
pale green exhibit some of such issues to a lower extent and might be still considered despite less attractive option. 
(adapted from ref. 21) 
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During battery operation two situations arise: either the guest (charge carrier) ions are present in 

the initial formulation of one of the electrode materials, or else the redox mechanism is based on 

a dual mechanism in which the ions intercalated/de-intercalated at the positive and negative 

electrode are different. Note that in case these ions do have opposite sign charges, the electrolyte 

salt concentration will change upon operation, which should not be a major issue provided ionic 

conductivity is ensured, yet, fundamental issues still exist in terms of reversibility and cycle life.28  

Nonetheless, the simplest concepts enlist intercalation of the same ion on both sides, with the Li-

ion battery technology being the paradigmatic example in which Li+ is the charge carrier ion. The 

significant know how achieved in this field after more than 25 years’ commercialization is now 

catalyzing the development of other concepts based on intercalation of Na+ and K+ while it is less 

useful in case of concepts involving divalent charge carrier ions (such as Zn2+, Mg2+ or Ca2+).  

Indeed, the latter exhibit hurdles associated to (i) their migration in the solid state and in organic 

electrolytes and (ii) side reactions related to competition with H+ intercalation in aqueous 

systems.29 

One strategy to develop low cost and resource sustainable active electrode materials is to shift to 

metal-free organic compounds that could even be synthesized from biomass and take advantage 

from the well-established principles of organic synthesis and molecular engineering.30 In the 

absence of any metal, their redox processes involve commonly both s and p orbitals and are based 

on either cation or anion insertion. The former (n-type) corresponds to a reversible 

extraction/insertion of cations balanced by electrochemical evolution of the functional group, 

while in the latter (p-type) the electron release/uptake is balanced by uptake/release of electrolyte 

anions (Figure 5). They usually demonstrate acceptable reversible capacities, but suffer from low 

energy density and low capacity retention due to poor electronic conductivity (and hence need to 
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add large amounts of carbon black to the electrode) and dissolution of the material in the electrolyte 

upon cycling.  In this sense, the use of solid electrolyte appears as an interesting pathway to 

explore.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Examples or redox active organics and the corresponding mechanisms. Reproduced with permission from 
reference 30. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society (ACS). PBQS: poly(benzoquinonyl sulfide); PDTTA: 
poly(5,8-dihydro-1H,4H-2,3,6,7-tetrathia-anthracene; ADALS: azobenzene-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid lithium salt; 
TCNQ: tetracyanoquinodimethane; PPy: polypyrrole; DBMMB: 2,5-di-tert-butyl-1-methoxy-4-[2′-
methoxyethoxy]benzene; PT: polythiophene; PTMA: poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate).  

3.2. Materials characterization 

Once designed and prepared, the compounds under study need to be characterized with 

conventional means (diffraction, microscopy, spectroscopies, etc.), bearing in mind that 

microstructure (crystallite/particle size, specific surface, defects, etc.) can have a significant 

influence on the electrochemical behavior.31 

Assessment of redox activity should ideally be carried out in three-electrode cells, but in practice 

often two electrode cells are employed.  Regardless of the presence of a reference electrode, the 
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use of the so-called half cell configuration is advisable.  In this case the working electrode contains 

the active material under study, which can be simply mixed with 15-30% carbon black to enhance 

electronic conductivity, and the selected counter electrode should not be limiting neither from the 

point of view of capacity nor due to kinetics. Typical counter electrode choices are metals which 

operate through a well-known mechanism with constant potential, such as Pt in aqueous medium, 

or lithium metal in organic electrolytes. Activated carbon counterelectrodes operating through a 

capacitive instead of a faradaic redox mechanism are a suitable choice in absence of better 

alternatives and often used with organic electrolytes when exploring new battery chemistries.  This 

requires careful control of cell balancing and the use of a reference or at least pseudo-reference 

electrode (e.g. a silver wire), with calibration of its redox potential being advisable.32 

Stability of the investigated compounds in the electrolyte needs to be confirmed prior to any test.  

Despite seemingly trivial, the choice of the electrolyte is extremely relevant, as its ESW must 

comprise the potential at which redox activity is expected to take place.  One of the issues 

preventing breakthroughs in energy density in the field of Li-ion batteries is the development of 

electrolytes with ESW > 5V, which despite challenging, would enable the use of materials 

operating at extreme potentials and hence significantly increase the potential at cell level.  For tests 

carried out in aqueous media, the influence of pH can be significant and some basic considerations 

can be extracted from Pourbaix diagrams.33  Alternatively one of the most used solvents in organic 

electrolytes is propylene carbonate (PC), due to its high dielectric constant (ε∼ 64) coupled to a 

wide electrochemical stability window.   

The variation of potential during operation is related to the redox mechanism taking place at each 

electrodes.  Considering simple insertion reactions, when it is homogeneous (i.e., formation of 

solid solution), a constant evolution of electrode potential is observed concomitant to the change 
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in the electrode chemical composition.  If heterogeneous (i.e., first order phase transition) 

nucleation of a second phase takes place, and the relative amount of each phase is modified as the 

redox process proceeds, but the electrode potential is constant.34  Most active materials, especially 

if exhibiting a wide compositional range during operation (i.e. large capacity), may exhibit a 

complex redox mechanism enlisting multiple redox steps, both homogeneous and heterogeneous. 

Since the overall cell voltage is the difference between the potentials of the negative and positive 

electrodes, these dictate the behavior at the full cell level.  Note that upon real applications 

involving battery packs, the battery management system35 will likely rely on the measure of cell 

potential to assess state of charge.  

Most active materials being likely crystalline throughout the full redox process, operando and ex 

situ diffraction are expected to play a major role in the elucidation of the redox mechanisms. 36,37,38   

Yet, other bulk- and surface-sensitive techniques, including microscopy (SEM, TEM) and 

spectroscopies (XPS, NMR, IR, EDX, EELS, Mössbauer) are expected to provide very useful 

additional complementary insights.39 These are now also nicely complemented by imaging 

techniques.40 

Characterization of redox mechanism is of the utmost importance especially when developing new 

technologies41 in which no standard components exist.  Indeed, the electrochemical response can 

be due to side reactions involving a priori inert components such as the electrolyte, the current 

collectors etc. and be easily misinterpreted, especially if the magnitude is relevant.  Some examples 

would be corrosion or electrolyte decomposition in presence of high surface area materials.  Last 

but not least, the length scale that can be probed with each technology e.g. surface for XPS, bulk 

for XRD, and atomic for TEM (transmission electron microscopy) needs to be properly taken into 

account to assess reactivity. 
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4. PERFORMANCE TESTING 

Once redox activity assessed, validation of “practical” electrochemical performance is compulsory 

to ensure realistic application prospects. Often tests are carried out using electrodes prepared 

mimicking industrial fabrication protocols such as tape-casting.  At this point, additional 

parameters come into play such as stability of the studied materials in the solvent used to prepare 

the slurry, the inertness of the current collector with respect to the electrolyte and conditions used, 

and the electrode formulation (active material loading, percentage and type of carbon black and 

binder additives, solvent used for the slurry, etc.).  The latter has a tremendous influence on the 

electrochemical performance42 at the stage of benchmarking active materials and before 

disregarding any compound it must be ensured that results are not biased by a non-optimized 

formulation.  Combined experiment design strategies can be useful to that respect.43 

Reproducibility and reliability of the results achieved should be ensured by replicate tests and 

assembly of twin cells with a setup closer to practical application as well.  At small laboratory 

scale coin cells are generally used (e.g. 2032 type) with conventional setups (including casing, 

springs and ad hoc separators for either organic or aqueous electrolytes) and tape casted electrodes, 

with optimized formulation for each material.  Yet, achievement of reliable and reproducible 

results can be tricky44,45 as it depends on electrode loading, positive/negative balancing and 

alignment, electrolyte volume and purity, etc.  The effect of the amount of electrolyte is easily 

exemplified with the Li/S concept as tests made with electrodes containing low amounts of sulfur 

and electrolyte excess result in very high figures-of-merit per gram of sulfur.46 Yet, such figures 

lack practical relevance if the weight of the electrolyte and other inert cell components is not 

considered. 
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At this point the type of separator is expected to have significant influence (composition, thickness, 

porosity) on the wettability by the electrolyte and the results achieved.47 Polyolefins (PE, PP or 

laminates) and glass fiber are often used for organic and aqueous concepts, respectively.  

Performance is usually tested with different charge/discharge protocols mimicking final practical 

operation conditions with respect to intensities (power demands) and cut off voltages.  Again, it is 

worth to recall here that proper metrics should be given to enable comparison and benchmarking 

with commercial technologies and avoid misleading non-expert readers.48 The results obtained at 

room temperature (ca. 25 ºC) can be considered as baseline, and compared to results achieved upon 

testing the cells in controlled temperature chambers (cooling/heating e.g. to 5ºC and 55 ºC 

respectively).  Standard deviation between identical tests should give an indication on the 

reliability of the methodology used.  When testing cycle life, degradation can be quantified through 

analysis of either incremental capacity,49 differential voltage50 or coulombic efficiency.51 

Finally, safety assessment on successful concepts is also advisable. Accelerated Rate 

Calorimetry52 tests under adiabatic conditions and at different states of charge (SOC): 0%, 50% 

and 100% can be complemented by Differential Scanning Calorimetry of harvested cell 

components (positive electrode, negative electrode and separator soaked in the electrolyte), to 

assess the individual contribution of each component to the observed behaviour.53   

 

5. THE LONG AND WINDING PATH TOWARDS MARKET 

Results achieved following the above described protocols and research flow should enable 

benchmarking any new material/cell technology development against state-of-the-art and 

identification of explicit “success cases” for further “Proof-of-Concept” follow up.  Unravelling 
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not only a brand new technology but also a mere new electrode material can be a complex task, as 

described above.  Yet, the efforts needed in every stage of development can be very different.   

 

Figure 6. General overview of the overall battery R&D process from conception to production with indication of 
estimated timing, staff and materials amount required for each step according to 54.  

 

Figure 6 depicts a scheme depicting overall battery R&D from conception to production as defined 

by Ralph Brodd basing on the five stages in the generic product innovation process. 54  Each 

concept may have different timings and costs in each step, but some generalities can be drawn, 

basing on historical development on different battery technologies.  The golden rule throughout 

the process is to abandon concepts which fail to yield the initial expected performance and focus 

on others which are confirmed to accelerate progress.     
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Finally, it has to be taken into account that even in success cases for performance, the introduction 

of a new product in the market is far from being trivial, as pilot lines are expensive. The necessary 

investments will only be justified by the existence of applications for which the new technology 

will bring in benefits will draw the necessary investments. Moreover, the market being dynamic, 

volatile and continuously changing, such aspects may have a significant time dependence.  

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Developing novel battery materials (or even brand new technologies) is by no means an easy task.  

Besides technical requirements such redox activity, and suitable electronic and ionic conductivity, 

and sustainability aspects (cost, toxicity, abundance…) there is a myriad of practical parameters 

related to the stringent operation requirements of batteries as chemical energy storage devices 

which need to be considered at an early stage.  Doing so will enable maximizing the impact and 

benefits of the performed research and hence a number of considerations should be taken into 

account when entering such research topics, not only related to materials design and 

characterization but also, and perhaps most important, to performance testing.    

All these aspects will have a significant influence on the practical outcome of the research activities 

and largely determine the potential viability for entering the market.  Yet, the market being 

dynamic and volatile, the opportunity may have a significant time dependence.  Thus, at the level 

of oriented academic research in the first stages of development, scientific creativity is still the 

key. 
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